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As part of the State’s policy to withdraw from the airport sector, and following 
the Malagasy State’s granting of concession of the international airports of 
Ivato and Nosy-Be, the State now entrusts a new mission to Aéroports de 
Madagascar (ADEMA), which is now the «Delegate» of the State’s power for the 
construction, management and operation of secondary airports and airfields 
which are open to public air traffic. Thanks to this new context, ADEMA needs 
to adopt a new vision and new strategic orientations. 

The opportunities generated by the new direction taken by the highest 
authorities in favor of the development of the Malagasy airport sector, through 
the policy of opening up to the private sector, come in a variety of possibilities. 
Indeed, several types of partnership arise depending on the choice and the 
area of   interest of the investors. The various options range from the joint 
venture to the concession via the «Financing - Construction» formula, the 
CET / BOT contract (Build, Operate, Transfer) or the leasing. Not to mention 
the multiple derivative mounts that also contribute to private financing of 
infrastructure projects.

For this purpose, ADEMA is currently exploring partner investors with the aim 
to modernize the six international airports (Toamasina, Sainte-Marie, Toliara, 
Tolagnaro, Mahajanga, Antsiranana) as well as the four domestic airports 
(Sambava, Morondava, Mananjary and Fianarantsoa), which it is responsible 
for developing. A call for expressions of interest is being advertised in order to 
implement this approach, which is linked to the implementation of the Initiative 
Emergence Madagascar (IEM) programme, the General State Policy (PGE) and 
the search for partnerships with the private sector.

The airports concerned are attractive business opportunities for the private 
sector, especially since these infrastructures are likely to play a major role in 
achieving the Government of Madagascar’s goal of doubling the number of 
tourists within five years. The expansion of other key sectors of the economy 
also depends on increased air connectivity through, among other things, 
developing the capacity of airport infrastructures.

ADEMA presents hereafter in the form of factsheets the characteristics of 
these ten main airports, the economic potential of the areas where the airport 
infrastructures will be established as well as the list of the works and acquisitions 
to be carried out and the estimation of the necessary investments.
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Antsiranana or Diego-Suarez, the capital of northern Madagascar, is a 
port city that has a shipyard and an industrial fabric that is expected to 
further emerge (exploitation of salt marshes, tuna fishing, wind energy, 
brewery ...). Financial institutions such as primary banks and microfinance 
institutions are present in large numbers. Private economic initiatives 
through SMEs / MSEs are also present and are multiplying. The capital 
of the DIANA region has significant incentives for investors, and has led 
the authorities to consider the establishment of an economic zone for 
exports.

Tourism is the other growth sector and the opening of numerous luxury 
hotels in recent years testifies to this dynamism. «The Diego destination», 
which is very popular among tourists from the Indian Ocean islands but 
also from more distant countries, offers a variety of discoveries and 
entertainments. Most visitors get to Antsiranana by air, and in order to 
support tourist development for the city and its region, it is important 
that transport infrastructures, especially airport equipment, follow the 
path of aerial development at the national, regional and international 
levels. 

The International Airport of Antsiranana is located 7.4 km south of the 
city. In order for the platform to meet the conditions necessary to thrive 
at the national, regional and international levels, it is essential to put it 
up to standards and to expand it. Investments are needed to overcome 
current weaknesses both in infrastructures and equipment.

The Antsiranana airport is characterized by an infrastructure deficit 
that prevents the accommodation of large aircrafts that would want to 
operate the destination. Identified weaknesses limiting the possibilities 
of development of the airport include: presence of obstacles (Montagne 
des français, thalweg), small size of runway both in width as in length, 
limited capacity of the current passenger terminal , major insufficiency 
of aircraft parking stands, deficiency of equipment dedicated to air safety 
and navigation.

The project to develop and extend the Antsiranana airport aims to improve 
air connectivity between the regions of Madagascar and with the outside 
world by bringing the airport’s technical and commercial operation up 
to standards in order to accommodate A340 or B777 type large aircrafts. 
Please note also that with a more significant investment, Antsiranana 
can also build new infrastructures on the new site of Andrakaka (45km 
southwest of the city). The goal is to make the platform the air hub of 
Northern Madagascar with a radius of destinations that goes as far as 
Asia and Europe.

Antsiranana
AIRPORT

Madagascar
Antsiranana
DIANA
Antsiranana
7,4 km south from 
the city
150 ha
Lat.12°21’04» South
Long. 49°17’39» East
21,5 m

QFU 13/31 
1500m x 30m 
asphalt
Runway : 28.2/F/B/X/T 
Ramp : 48/F/A/X/T 
Tarmac : 42F/A/X/T

 1 603
   
 68 505   

 179

Tsaradia
Madagascar Airways
Ewa

DIE
FMNA
3C
Civil - open to CAP
ATR72/600
ADEMA
BP 122 - 
Phone. (261)34 05 565 02
mail : ademadie@adema.mg
www.adema.mg
Domestic/Régional
5
Certification in progress

Runway

Aéronautical information

Statistical data A+D (2018)

Location
Country
Province
Region
City 
Location
 
Initial surface area
Coordinates
 
Altitude

Direction 
Dimension
Nature
PCN bearing 
capacity

Commercial 
movements 
Passengers 
handled
Freight traffic (ton)

Airline companies
regularly serving 
the airport

IATA Code 
ICAO Code 
Aerodrome Code 
Airport type
Ref Aircraft
Operator
Adress

Website 
Traffic nature 
SSLIA level
Security level
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Works 
and acquisitions 
to be achieved :

ADEMA  intends to build on the international 
expertise of its future partner(s) to 
enable the Diego airport to optimize 
its development. In addition, given the 
current airport’s air safety constraints and 
the limitation of the runway lengthening, 
the Andrakaka military airport could be a 
solution for the future.

Expected results :
• Airport able to accommodate 

aircraft ATR72 type aircrafts (current 
configuration) or B737-800 in case of 
reorientation of the runway

• Prospects to accommodate B777 or 
A340 type large aircrafts at the new 
Andrakaka site

Remodelling the interior of the existing terminal 
Developing the runway shoulders, the ramps and tarmac

Extending the tarmac and aircraft parking stands
Strengthening existing pavements
Adding 300 m to the runway (changing the runway heading) 
Extending the passenger terminal 
Building fence around the premises 
Replacing the generators

Installing anti-blast barriers on the tarmac
Developing SLI service lanes (walkways, etc.)

Developing runway strips 
Extending the power plant

DIE  GIG     5,263 nm
DIE  DKR    4,291 nm
DIE  CDG    4,426 nm
DIE  DXB    2,274 nm
DIE  DEL    2,931 nm
DIE  CAN   4,326 nm
DIE  SIN    3,364 nm
DIE  PER   3,835 nm

A340 widebody jet 
action rays from

Andrakaka  - Antsiranana 
airport

LENGTH OF RUNWAY = 3000nm
MAXIMUM MASS AT TAKE-OFF = 268800 kg
DISTANCE TRAVELED = 5300nm
AVERAGE LOAD OFFERED = 36000kg
NUMBER OF PASSENGER = 275
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Sambava, the capital of the SAVA region, is at the heart of the 
vanilla, coffee and clove production area. A real hub for the region’s 
cash crop trade, the city is also home to the largest industrial 
coconut grove in the country. Because of its agricultural wealth, the 
purchasing power of the population is much higher compared to 
the rest of the country. 

Sambava is also known for its mineral wealth such as sapphire, gold 
or amethyst. The city and its surroundings also have many tourist 
attractions, including three protected areas: the Marojejy Reserve, 
the South Anjanaharibe Reserve and the Masoala National Park. 
Tourists who come to visit the destination mostly come by airplane. 

The Sambava airport is located in the eastern part of the city. Its 
small size and the need for the platform to comply with technical 
and commercial standards require investment as part of a multi-
phase project. The primary objective is to carry out emergency 
works to overcome shortcomings, such as the low bearing 
capacity of aeronautical pavements, tight the passenger terminal, 
deteriorating freight space and the size of the runway that needs to 
be enlarged.

The project to develop and extend the Sambava airport aims to 
improve air connectivity between the regions of Madagascar and 
with the outside world.

 SAMBAVA
AIRPORT

Madagascar
Antsiranana
SAVA
Sambava
1 km South from the city
111Ha
Lat.14°16’43’’ South
Long. 50°10’29’’ East
6 m

QFU 16/34 
1800m x 30m 
asphalt
Runway : 69/F/A/X/T
Ramp : 107/F/A/X/T 
Tarmac : 25/F/A/X/T

 1 960
   
 80 170   

 955

Tsaradia
Madagascar Airways

SVB
FMNS
4C
Civil - open to CAP
ATR72/600
ADEMA
BP 45 
Phone. (261)34 07 564 81
mail : ademasvb@adema.mg
www.adema.mg
Domestic
5
Certification in progress

Runway

Aéronautical information

Statistical data A+D (2018)

Location

Country
Province
Region
City 
Location
Initial surface area
Coordinates
 
Altitude

Direction 
Dimension
Nature
PCN bearing 
capacity

Commercial 
movements 
Passengers 
handled
Freight traffic (ton)

Airline companies 
regularly serving 
the airport

IATA Code 
ICAO Code 
Aerodrome Code 
Airport type
Ref Aircraft
Operator
Adress

Website 
Traffic nature 
SSLIA level
Security level
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Works 
and acquisitions 
to be achieved :

ADEMA is turning to private investors 
with a view to establishing a partnership 
relationship. The company also intends to 
build on the international expertise of its 
future partner (s) to enable the Sambava 
airport to optimize its development. 

Expected results :
• Airport able to accommodate B737 type 

aircrafts

Strengthening existing pavements
Widening the runway from 30m to 45 m

Developing runway shoulders and ramp
Developing RESAs 
Developing road to access the airport
Extending and remodeling the existing terminal
Extending the tarmac and car parking including lighting 
Building concrete fence around the airport premises -

Adding 300m to the runway 
Building new international terminal for B737-800

Developing new car park 
Installing anti-blast barriers on the tarmac

Developing SLI service lanes (walkways, etc.)
Developing runway strips
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Mahajanga, a Port city of North-West Madagascar and the 
capital of the Boeny region, has always been a cosmopolitan 
city because of its inhabitants who come from all horizons 
(Africa-Arabian Peninsula-India -Europe-Asia). It has significant 
tourism and economic potentials. International tourists visiting 
Mahajanga and the region have been growing steadily in recent 
years. This led to the significant improvement of its supply for 
tourism and hotel. 

The city also remains the rear base of an emblematic industry 
in Madagascar which promotes fishing and shrimp aquaculture. 
Moreover, the renewable energy sector is also expected to 
experience a remarkable growth in Mahajanga, just like the 
service sector (financial inclusion, new information technologies, 
vocational training, business assistance, etc.). It is this potential 
economic development that air transport should support and 
justifies the need to modernize the city’s airport platform .

The Mahajanga International Airport is located 7.7 km northeast 
of the city center. In order to fully use its potential, the platform 
must invest to overcome its current handicaps, such as the 
airfield pavements peeling off and having low bearing capacity. 
A lot of work is required for the airport to accommodate large 
aircrafts. Prospects for traffic growth for both passengers and 
freight argue in favor of this perspective of modernization. 

The project to develop and extend the Mahajanga airport aims 
to improve air connectivity between the regions of Madagascar 
and with the outside world by bringing the technical and 
commercial operation of the airport up to standards, in order 
to accommodate A340 or B777 type large aircrafts. The goal is 
to make the platform the hub of the country’s Western region.

Mahajanga
AIRPORT

Madagascar
Mahajanga
Boeny
Mahajanga
7,7 km northeast from the 
city
240 ha
Lat.15°39’59» South
Long. 46°21’03» East
25 m

QFU 14/32 
2200m x 45m 
asphalt
Runway : 48/F/A/X/T 
Ramp : 76/F/A/X/T 
Tarmac : 95F/A/X/T

 973

 39 450   

 9

Tsaradia
Madagascar Airways
Ewa
SkyService

MJN
FMNM
4C
Civil - open to CAP
B737/800
ADEMA - MAHAJANGA 401
BP 627
Phone.(261)34.05.238.24
mail : ademamjn@moov.mg
www.adema.mg
Domestic/Régional
7 (avec ASECNA)
Certificated

Location

Runway

Aéronautical information

Statistical data A+D (2018)

Country
Province
Region
City 
Location
 
Initial surface area
Coordinates
 
Altitude

Direction 
Dimension
Nature
PCN bearing 
capacity

Commercial 
movements 
Passengers 
handled
Freight traffic (ton)

Airline companies
regularly serving 
the airport

IATA Code 
ICAO Code 
Aerodrome Code 
Airport type
Ref Aircraft
Operator
Adress

Website 

Traffic nature
SSLIA level
Security level
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Works 
and acquisitions 
to be achieved :

ADEMA is turning to private investors 
with a view to establishing a partnership 
relationship. The company also intends to 
build on the international expertise of its 
future partner (s) to enable the Mahajanga 
airport to optimize its development.

Expected results :
• Airport able to accommodate A340 or 

B777 type large aircrafts 

Reinforcing teh airfield pavements 
(runway, ramps, tarmac)

Widening the taxiway
Developing the runway shoulders and taxiway

Developing the runway strip 
Drainage system of the runway on the side of threshold 14 

Developing and extension of the existing car park
Remodeling and extending the terminal 
Purchasing equipment to control bird hazards
Developing RESA of 240 mx 90m at thresholds 14
Repainting runway markings
Building fence around the premises 
Adding 800 meters to the runway (2200m to 3000m)

Developing the new tarmac 
Installing anti-blast barriers on the tarmac

Developing SLI service lanes (walkways, etc.)
Developing runway strips  

Building new power plant

MJN  GIG    5,029 nm
MJN  DKR   4,203 nm
MJN  CDG   4,516 nm
MJN  DXB   2,501 nm
MJN  DEL    3,191 nm
MJN  CAN   4,573 nm
MJN  SIN    3,570 nm
MJN  PER   3,889 nm

A340 widebody jet 
action rays from 

Mahajanga airport

LENGTH OF RUNWAY = 2800nm
MAXIMUM MASS AT TAKE-OFF = 260000 kg
DISTANCE TRAVELED = 5050nm
AVERAGE LOAD OFFERED = 36000kg
NUMBER OF PASSENGER = 275
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Sainte Marie Island, located off the eastern coast of Madagascar, 35 
km from Soanierana-Ivongo, is one of the main tourist destinations in 
the Big Island. With its beaches, forests and historic sites, Sainte-Marie 
welcomes a growing number of international visitors every year. In 
addition, the annual whale festival has become a globally recognized 
attraction. The beauty of the island and the diversity of entertainment 
available on the island make it an ideal destination for a family holiday 
or just for relaxation. The entire economy of Sainte-Marie is based on 
tourism. However, activities such as the exploitation of fishery resources 
and financial inclusion also contribute to its development. The island’s 
agricultural productions are mainly for self-subsistence: rice, cassava, 
sweet potato ... The main crop is cloves, averaging 600 tons per year (a 
clove is the flower bud that has not blossomed and is dried).
 
Air traffic is mainly used for tourist activities and the airport 
infrastructure of the island must follow the development trend of the 
sector. In 2015, the airport has already enjoyed major modernization 
works, with an extension of the terminal. This work allowed to triple the 
surface used to 1500m², for a capacity of reception that can go up to 
50 000 passengers. The terminal has been equipped with, among other 
things, new seats, a new VIP lounge, new shops including one duty free 
shop, and especially an air conditioning system. 

In addition, the airport has a plot reserve for the construction of an in 
situ hotel.

Sainte-Marie’s International Airport is located near the southern tip of 
the island. Although the platform has undergone improvement works 
in recent years, it must pursue its development in order to comply with 
international standards and to provide infrastructures that meet the 
needs of the tourism industry. 

The improvements to be made in order to accommodate B737 type 
medium-sized aircrafts include lengthening the runway, developing 
the runway shoulders and ramps, reinforcing aeronautical pavements, 
increasing the number of parking stands,  building a new passenger 
terminal (if needed) and installing an aviation fuel depot.

The project to develop and extend the Sainte-Marie airport aims to 
improve air connectivity between the regions of Madagascar and with 
the outside world.

 SAINTE MARIE
AIRPORT

Madagascar
Toamasina
Analanjirofo
Sainte Marie
10 km Southwest 
from the city
60 ha
Lat.17°05’24» South
Long. 49°49’00» East
4 m

QFU 01/19 
1414m x 30m 
asphalt
Runway : 29,5/F/B/X/T 
Ramp : 27/F/C/X/T 
Tarmac : 40/F/A/X/T

 904
   
 25 334   

 19

Air Madagascar
Tsaradia
Madagascar Airways

SMS
FMMT
3C
Civil - open to CAP
ATR72/600
ADEMA
CP 515 
Phone. (261)34 17 146 74
mail : ademasms@adema.mg
www.adema.mg
Domestic/Régional
4
Certification in progress 

Runway

aéronautical Information

Statistical data A+D (2018)

Location
Country
Province
Region
City 
Location
 
Initial surface area
Coordinates
 
Altitude

Direction 
Dimension
Nature
PCN bearing 
capacity

Commercial 
movements 
Passengers 
handled
Freight traffic (ton)

Airline companies 
regularly serving 
the airport

IATA Code 
ICAO Code 
Aerodrome Code 
Airport type
Ref Aircraft
Operator
Adress

Website 
Traffic nature 
SSLIA level
Security level
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Works 
and acquisitions 
to be achieved :

ADEMA is turning to private investors 
with a view to establishing a partnership 
relationship. The company also intends to 
build on the international expertise of its 
future partner (s) to enable the Sainte Marie 
airport to optimize its development.  

Expected results :
• Airport able to accommodate medium-

sized aircraft type B737

Reinforcing aeronautical pavements
Developing RESA at runway thresholds

Renovatiing the power plant
Developing new taxiways 

Adding 600m to the runway for B737 type aircraft
Building a new passenger terminal

Developing an access road to the new terminal 
Developing a new Tarmac including lighting
Developing Developing the new car park including lighting 
Building a fence 
Building a fuel depot 

Installing anti-blast barriers on the tarmac
Developing SLI service lanes (walkways, etc.)

Developing runway strips 
Building a new power plant 
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Toamasina is home to the largest port in Madagascar and this is 
why it is called the country’s economic capital. Most of the trade 
exchanges of the Big Island goes through Toamasina, which also 
has a significant productive fabric; in addition to the presence 
of Ambatovy, the largest mining project ever conducted in 
Madagascar. Toamasina is thus a leading business destination, as 
evidenced by the large portion of economic operators in the air 
traffic. But tourism is also a sector that is experiencing continued 
growth in Toamasina and in surrounding areas.

The country’s second largest city can also rely on major structural 
projects to boost its economy, such as the extension of the port, 
the construction of the Volobe hydroelectric power plant or the 
Antananarivo-Toamasina (TaTom) project. These prospects will 
undoubtedly have a positive impact on the air transport sector 
and largely justify the perspective to complete as quickly as 
possible the extension of the Toamasina international airport.

The Toamasina International Airport is located 5 km northwest of 
the city of Toamasina. The airport’s development prospects are 
limited as the existing infrastructures are no longer adapted to 
the market requirements. The degradation and the low bearing 
capacity of the airfield pavements do not allow accommodating 
large aircrafts. The small size of the passenger terminal is also 
a mismatch with the prospects for traffic development. The 
runway shoulders and the ramps need to be further developed, 
and the aircraft parking stands need to be able to accommodate 
several large aircrafts simultaneously. The limited length of the 
runway also hinders the growth of airport traffic.

The project to develop and extend the Toamasina airport aims 
to improve air connectivity between the regions of Madagascar 
and with the outside world by bringing the technical and 
commercial operation of the airport up to standards in order to 
accommodate large aircrafts, such as the A340 or B777. The goal 
is to make this platform the hub for the country’s eastern region .

TOAMASINA
AIRPORT

Country
Province
Region
City 
Location
 
Initial surface area
Coordinates
 
Altitude

Direction 
Dimension
Nature
PCN bearing 
capacity

Commercial 
movements 
Passengers 
handled
Freight traffic (ton)

Airline companies
regularly serving 
the airport

IATA Code 
ICAO Code 
Aerodrome Code 
Airport type
Ref Aircraft
Operator
Adress

Website 
Traffic nature 
SSLIA level
Security level

Madagascar
Toamasina
Atsinanana
Toamasina
5 km northwest
from the city
250 ha
Lat.18°06’57’’ Sud
Long. 49°23’36’’ Est
7 m

QFU 19/01 
2200m x 40m 
Asphalt
Runway : 21.1/F/B/X/T
Ramp : 17/F/B/X/T
Tarmac : 16F/B/X/T

 2 381
   
 80 781   

 87

Air Madagascar
Tsaradia
Madagascar Airways
Air Austral

TMM
FMMT
4D
Civil -open to the CAP
B 737 - 800
ADEMA
BP 299 
Phone .(261)53 335 16
mail : adematmm@adema.mg
www.adema.mg
Domestic/Régional
5 (with ASECNA)
Certificated

Runway

Aeronautical Information

Statistical data A+D (2018)

Location
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ADEMA is turning to private investors 
in view of establishing a partnership 
relationship. The company also intends to 
build on the international expertise of its 
future partner (s) to enable the Toamasina 
airport to optimize its development. 

Expected results :
•	 Airport able to accommodate A340 and 

B777 type large aircrafts

Reinforcing the airfield pavements
Developing the runway shoulders and ramps

Widening the runway width from 40m to 45m
Adding 600m to the runway m

Extending the existing passenger terminal 
Extending the tarmac and car parking
Installing anti-blast barriers on the tarmac
Developing SLI service lanes (walkways, etc.)
Developing runway strips
Building new passenger terminal for regional 
and long-haul flights

Building the freight terminal 
Developing the General Aviation Area ...

Building a new power plant

Works 
and acquisitions 
to be achieved :

TMM  GIG     5,135 nm
TMM  DKR    4,420 nm
TMM  CDG    4,728 nm
TMM  DXB    2,614 nm
TMM  DEL     3,220 nm
TMM  CAN    4,495 nm
TMM  SIN     3,430 nm
TMM  PER    3,667 nm

A340 widebody jet 
action rays from 

Toamasina airport

LENGTH OF RUNWAY = 2800nm
MAXIMUM MASS AT TAKE-OFF = 260000 kg
DISTANCE TRAVELED = 5200nm
AVERAGE LOAD OFFERED = 34000kg
NUMBER OF PASSENGER = 260
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The administrative and economic capital of the Menabe region, 
Morondava is best known for its spectacular Baobab Alley. Tens 
of thousands of tourists from around the world have chosen the 
Madagascar destination to discover this exceptional natural site. 
But Morondava also offers other tourist attractions and economic 
opportunities just waiting to be explored.

From the exploitation of fishery resources to the shipyard, the 
sugar industry, handicrafts and peanut cultivation, many sectors 
sustain the population. The hydrocarbon industry should also in 
the coming years contribute to the development of Morondava 
and the country in general. The State policy which aims at actively 
supporting promising economic sectors with a view to emergence 
will certainly boost air traffic in Morondava and in the region and 
requires local airport infrastructures to live up to this development 
ambition.

The Morondava Airport is located 4.5 km east of the city center. To 
efficiently play its role of booster of the tourism sector in particular 
and of the economy in general, the platform must gain in modernity 
and space. The tight existing passenger terminal, the small size of 
its tarmac or the weakness of the bearing capacity of its runway 
are all handicaps that must be overcome in the short and medium 
term.

The project to develop and extend the Morondava airport aims to 
improve air connectivity between the regions of Madagascar and 
with the outside world by bringing up to standard the technical and 
commercial operation of the airport in order to accommodate B737 
type aircrafts.

Morondava
AIRPORT

Madagascar
Toliara
Menabe
Morondava
4,5 km East from the city
110Ha
Lat.20°17’05’’ South
Long. 44°19’04’’ East
9 m

QFU 103/319 
1500m x 30m 
asphalt
Runway : 73/F/A/X/T
Ramp : 60/F/A/X/T
Tarmac : 38/F/A/X/T
Existence of a secondary 
cross runway

 430
   
 14 755   

 1

Tsaradia
Madagascar Airways

MOQ
FMMV
3C
Civil - open to CAP
ATR 72/600
ADEMA
BP 45 - 
Phone. (261)34 05 564 82
mail : ademamoq@adema.mg
www.adema.mg
Domestic 
5
certificated in progress

Runway

Aéronautical information

Statistical data A+D (2018)

Location

Country
Province
Region
City 
Location
Initial surface area
Coordinates
 
Altitude

Direction 
Dimension
Nature
PCN bearing 
capacity

Other information

Commercial 
movements 
Passengers 
handled
Freight traffic (ton)

Airline companies 
regularly serving 
the airport

IATA Code 
ICAO Code 
Aerodrome Code 
Airport type
Ref Aircraft
Operator
Adress

Website 
Traffic nature 
SSLIA level
Security level
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Works 
and acquisitions 
to be achieved :

ADEMA is turning to private investors 
with a view to establishing a partnership 
relationship. The company also intends to 
build on the international expertise of its 
future partner (s) to enable the Morondava 
airport to optimize its development.    

Expected results :
• Airport able to accommodate B737 

type aircrafts

Strengthening existing pavements
Developing runway shoulders and RESA

Developing new tarmac for international flights  
Developing new car parking  including lighting 

Building new passenger terminal for international flights 
Adding 700m to the runway 
Developing new taxiways 
Build access way to the new international terminal
Build new power plant 
Widening the runway of 45m instead of 30m

Renovating and remodeling the current passenger terminal 
Purchasing equipment to control bird hazards

Building concrete fence around the airport premises 
Developing SLI service lanes 

Developing runway strips
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Fianarantsoa is one of the biggest trading cities in Madagascar. In 
addition to the service sector, agriculture also holds a major place 
in its economy. The surrounding area partially cultivates tobacco, 
rice, grapes and coffee. It also has specialized farms. Fianarantsoa is 
also the Malagasy capital of wine.

Most of the companies in the city are food companies: wine 
industries, soap factories, oil mills, rice processing industries. The 
city also has a pharmaceutical firm and a tea production industry. It 
also has an auto assembly industry called «KARENJY» which is the 
only automobile industry in Madagascar.
The Fianarantsoa Airport is less than 3 km from the city center. Its 
current size and the state of its equipment require extension and 
modernization works. The platform must also comply with technical 
and commercial standards as part of a multi-phase project. The 
main objective is to carry out emergency works to compensate 
for shortcomings such as the low bearing capacity of aeronautical 
pavements, the small capacity of the passenger terminal and the 
degradation of runway strips.

The project to develop and extend the Fianarantsoa airport aims to 
improve air connectivity between the regions of Madagascar.

  FIANARANTSOA
AIRPORT

Madagascar
Fianarantsoa
Haute Matsiatra
Fianarantsoa
less than 3 km from 
the town
28 ha
Lat.21°26’32’’ South
Long. 47°06’39’’ East
1115 m

QFU 08/26 
1250m x 25m 
asphalt
Runway : 8/F/A/Z/U

NC
   
NC   

NC

NC

WFI
FMSF
3C
Civil - open to CAP
ATR42
ADEMA
BP 1042 
Phone. (261)34 07 565 62
mail : ademawfi@adema.mg
www.adema.mg
Domestic
1
Certificated in progress

Runway

Aéronautical information

Statistical data A+D (2018)

Location
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City 
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Coordinates
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Direction 
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Works 
and acquisitions 
to be achieved :

ADEMA is turning to private investors 
with a view to establishing a partnership 
relationship. The company also intends 
to build on the international expertise 
of its future partner (s) to enable the 
Fianarantsoa airport to optimize its 
development 

Expected results :
• Resumption of scheduled flights
• Airport able to accommodate ATR 72 

type aircrafts

Reinforcing aeronautical pavements
Developing runway strips 
Improving equipment against bird hazards
Developing SLI service lanes
Extending the passenger terminal 

Building a new power plant
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Mananjary is a former Prefecture capital. The development of the 
region goes hand in hand with the cash crops of its hinterland, from 
the RN25, which connects it to Fianarantsoa, and especially from 
the Pangalanes Canal, which makes it a river-trading port.

Mananjary and its surroundings have a certain potential (variety of 
activity sectors and crops, good quality soils, good rainfall, natural 
and mining resources). Three development poles have been 
defined around the opportunities and assets that can be valorized 
(agricultural production, tourism and mining). On a cultural level, 
the Sambatra (a traditional collective circumcision ceremony) is a 
tourist attraction and event.

It is in this perspective that the Mananjary airport wants to better 
position itself on the regional development scene and plans to 
modernize its infrastructures.

The Mananjary Airport is located at 3.8 km north of the city center. 
Its current size and the state of its equipment require extension and 
modernization works. The platform must also comply with technical 
and commercial standards as part of a multi-phase project. The 
main objective is to carry out emergency works to overcome 
current shortcomings such as the degradation of the tarmac, small 
capacity of the passenger terminal, and the size of the runway that 
needs to be enlarged.

The project to develop and extend the Mananjary Airport aims to 
improve air connectivity between the regions of Madagascar and 
with the outside world.

MANANJARY
AIRPORT

Madagascar
Fianarantsoa
Vatovavy
Mananjary
3,8 km north from the city
132Ha
Lat.21°12’35’’ South
Long. 48°21’22,07’’ East
6 m

QFU 04/22 
1500m x 30m 
asphalt
Runway : 32/F/B/X/T
Ramp : 36/F/B/X/T
Tarmac : 22/F/B/X/T

NC   

NC   

NC

NC

MNJ
FMSN
3C
Civil - open to CAP
ATR72/600
ADEMA
BP 82  
Phone. (261)34 07 565 01
mail : ademamnj@adema.mg
www.adema.mg
Domestic
1
Certificated in progress

Runway
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Works 
and acquisitions 
to be achieved :

ADEMA is turning to private investors with a 
view to establishing a partnership relationship. 
The company also intends to build on the 
international expertise of its future partner (s) 
to enable the Mananjary airport to optimize 
its development. 

Expected results : 
• Resumption of scheduled flights
• Accomodation of B737 type aircrafts

Reinforcing aeronautical pavements 
Extending the passenger terminal 

Building a fence around the premises
Lighting of aprons on pylons 
Improving equipment against bird hazards
Building a modular trading block
Developing SLI service lanes 
Developing runway strips 

Building a new power plant 
Building an incinerator 

Developing Developing the runway strip with RESA
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Indeed, the South-West region, of which Toliara is the capital, 
offers a diversity of economic potentials. From mineral to fishery 
resources, solar energy and the cotton industry, which should 
soon be re launched, the region is rich in growth sectors which 
require a better connectivity for their development.

The airport of Toliara is located 7 km southeast of the city. With 
a terminal area of 3,022 square meters, the Toliara airport is 
the third largest airport in Madagascar, after those of Ivato and 
Mahajanga. It can simultaneously accommodate two Boeing 737 
type aircrafts.

However, the current situation of the Toliara airport is 
characterized by the discrepancy between the airport 
infrastructure and the dimensions of large aircrafts that would 
like to operate the destination. The identified weaknesses that 
limit the airport’s development include the small size of the 
runway, both in width and length, insufficient aircraft parking 
stands, and the lack of equipment dedicated to air navigation 
safety and security. 

The project to develop and extend the Toliara airport aims to 
improve air connectivity between the regions of Madagascar 
and with the outside world by bringing the technical and 
commercial operation of the airport up to standards in order to 
accommodate A340 or B777 type large aircrafts. The goal is to 
make the platform the hub of the country’s southern region .

TOLIARA
AIRPORT

Madagascar
Toliara
Atsimo-Andrefana
Toliara
7 km southeast from the 
city
323 ha
Lat.23°23’00» South
Long. 43°43’42» East
9 m

QFU 04/22 
2000m x 30m 
asphalt
Runway : 66/F/A/X/T 
Ramp : 74/F/A/X/T 
Tarmac : 35F/A/X/T
Existence of a secondary 
cross runway

1 013
   
 77 547
 
323

Air Madagascar
Tsaradia
Madagascar Airways
Air Austral

TLE
FMST
4C
Civil - open to CAP
B 737/800
ADEMA
BP 384 - 
Phone.(261) 034 05 565 01
mail : adematle@adema.mg
www.adema.mg
Domestic/Régional
5
Certification in progress

Runway
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Works 
and acquisitions 
to be achieved:

ADEMA is turning to private investors 
in view of establishing a partnership 
relationship. The company also intends 
to build on the international expertise of 
its future partner (s), to enable the Toliara 
airport to optimize its development. 

Expected results :
• Airport able to accommodate A340 

and B777 type large aircrafts

TLE  BUE  5,186 nm
TLE  GIG  4,724 nm
TLE  DKR  4,257 nm
TLE  CDG  4,859 nm
TLE  DXB  2,984 nm
TLE  DEL  3,657 nm
TLE  CAN  4,929 nm
TLE  SIN  3,815 nm
TLE  PER  3,814 nm

Reinforcing airfield pavements
Developing runway shoulders and taxiway 

Developing runway strips 
Widening the runway (from 30 to 45 meters) and the taxiway

Purchasing equipment to control bird hazards 
Extending and lighting the existing car parking 

Remodeling the iRemodelling the interior of the existing terminal 
Extending or building the passenger terminal for long-haul flights 
Add 800m to the runway for long-haul flights
Developing the walkways 
Building fence around the premisesBuilding a fence around the premises 
Extending and lighting the apron

Installing a toll system for cars
Compliance of incinerators

Installing anti-blast barriers on the tarmac
Developing SLI service lanes (walkways, etc.)

Renovating the secondary runway
Building the freight terminal 

Building a new power plant 

A340 widebody jet 
action rays from 
Toliara airport

LENGTH OF RUNWAY = 3000nm
MAXIMUM MASS at TAKE-OFF = 268800 kg
DISTANCE TRAVELED = 5300nm
AVERAGE LOAD OFFERED = 36000kg
NUMBER OF PASSENGER = 275
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With the establishment of the mining giant Rio Tinto (extraction of 
mineral sands), the construction of the Ehoala port, the development of 
the special economic zone and the development of tourism, Taolagnaro 
has become a city that arouses the interest of investors. It is worth 
noting that the economy of the city and of the Anosy region is now more 
diversified, while it used to be based only on the export of lobsters, 
crabs, dried seaweed and sisal.

This new port city of the extreme southeast of Madagascar has indeed 
many economic assets. This is why the Air Austral / Air Madagascar 
companies have decided to include Taolagnaro among their destinations. 
A choice that other companies should also follow in the coming years 
and which confirms the need to expand and modernize the city’s airport 
platform .

The International Airport of Taolagnaro is located 3 km southwest of 
the city. Its geographical position gives it the opportunity to grow and 
to play a leading role in the development of the air sector at regional 
level. Its tourist potential also allows it to consider direct international 
connections like those of Nosy-Be island. But in order to achieve 
its ambitions, Taolagnaro must first have an airport that meet the 
requirements of the market, both in terms of trade and security. Hence 
the need to carry out the upgrading and expansion works on the existing 
infrastructures that suffer from a number of weaknesses.

Among the deficiencies that holds the airport down, we note the 
inadequate dimensions of the runway, the absence of runway shoulders 
and ramps, the limited number of parking stands, the tight existing 
terminal, the in-depth inadequacy of runway strips and aircraft parking 
areas are other factors limiting the development of the airport. However, 
the upcoming installation of electrical markings will contribute to the 
improvement of traffic flexibility.

The project to develop and extend the Taolagnaro airport aims to 
improve air connectivity between the regions of Madagascar and with 
the outside world by bringing the technical and commercial operation 
of the airport up to standards in order to accommodate large aircrafts of 
A340 or B777 types.

Taolagnaro
AIRPORT

Madagascar
Toliara
Anosy
Taolagnaro
3 km Southwest 
from the city
183 ha
Lat.25°02’17» South
Long. 46°57’22» East
8m

QFU 08/26 
1800m x 30m 
asphalt
Runway : 59/F/A/X/T 
ramp : 65/F/A/X/T 
tarmac : 68F/A/X/T

 994
   
 62 740   

 433

Air Madagascar
Tsaradia
Madagascar Airways
Air Austral

FTU
FMSD
4C
Civil - open to CAP
B737/800
ADEMA - Taolagnaro
BP 147
Phone.(261)92 901 96
mail : ademaftu@moov.mg
www.adema.mg
Domestic/Régional
5
Certification in progress
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Works 
and acquisitions 
to be achieved :

ADEMA is turning to private investors 
with a view to establishing a partnership 
relationship. The company also intends to 
build on the international expertise of its 
future partner (s) to enable the Taolagnaro 
airport to optimize its development.

Expected results :
• Airport able to accommodate A340 or 

B777 type large aircrafts

Reinforcing existing aeronautical pavements
Developing the runway shoulders and the ramp

Developing runway strips 
Developing RESAs at the two thresholds of the runway 

Widening the runway from 30 m to 45 m
Building a new passenger terminal for domestic 
and international flights
Developing the access road to the airport 
Extending the tarmac and developing new car park 
including lighting 
Purchasing equipment to control bird hazards
Build a fence around the airport premises  
Installing anti-blast barriers on the tarmac

Developing SLI service lanes (walkways, etc.)
Developing runway strips 

Adding 600 meters to the runway towards the sea 
Creating a second ramp 

Extending and lighting the tarmac 
Building a new power plant

FTU  ABJ    3,479 nm
FTU  CAI     3,416 nm
FTU  DXB   3,044 nm
FTU  DEL    3,647 nm
FTU  BKK   3,909 nm
FTU  SIN    3,671 nm
FTU  PER   3,612 nm

A340 widebody jet 
action rays from 

Taolagnaro airport

LENGTH OF RUNWAY = 2400nm
MAXIMUM MASS AT TAKE-OFF = 241800 kg
DISTANCE TRAVELED = 4000nm
AVERAGE LOAD OFFERED = 36000kg
NUMBER OF PASSENGER = 275


